
   The most important principle of underwater 
shooting is: multiply everything by three, i.e. 
money, people and time.

   The fact that you have a diving license 
does not make you an underwater camera 
operator. And vice versa, if you are a camera 
operator, it doesn’t mean that you will 
manage to operate it underwater. A solution 
that will save your nerves and unexpected 
expenses is a diver – underwater camera 
operator who knows what to do since he 
earns a living in that way.

   Reducing the budget and taking shortcuts 
is a risky idea which may result even in an 
accident. Therefore, if an underwater operator 
asks you to organise a medical team, security 
divers, underwater focus puller or additional 
assistants, there must be some rational 
justification. 

   Irrespective of whether the film is made in 
35mm, 16mm or the so-called electronic 
format, the underwater film crew has to show 
the same involvement, so the format does not 
affect the costs.

   The security divers are not set help guys or 
camera assistants. Their task is to take care of 
the actors and divers working underwater. 
If they are occupied with other things, they 
might be unable to react on time…

   Ensure enough time for the crew to take out 
the camera, change lenses and batteries. It is 
not easy and must be done according to the 
procedure. A minor omission may result in 
unplanned expenses.

  Breathing compressed air causes dehydration. 
To avoid it, ensure enough beverages near the 
pool…Note: We do not drink the swimming 
pool water!  :)

   Although working in water seems to be 
easy and pleasant, it is not the case. Due to 
its density, which is by more than 800 times 
greater than that of air, water puts up a 
greater resistance and each movement is a 
great effort. Remember! A limited number of 
working hours and a break are just necessary, 
even paid overtime work is not a consolation.

   Short breaks for those working in water are 
necessary. We try to synchronise the change 
of a cylinder, equipment or necessary visits in 
toilets with exchange of batteries or camera 
lens, but remember…we are also people.

   Do not economise on underwater 
communication! Imagine how work on set 
would look like if the director was unable to 
communicate with the operator…

   Only hard shell housings are suitable to 
underwater shooting. Soft splashbags are not 
suitable and may not be a cheaper equivalent.

And I would almost forget…underwater 
shooting is really enjoyable :)

Thanks,
Artur Zwierzchowski

Abc... of underwater shooting, i.e. a mini compendium 
for a producer and production manager.
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